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UK astro-particle theory community is small-ish but growing.


Difficult to quantify size (different people have different definitions of astro-
particle physics, in particular re. overlap with early Universe cosmology).


Astrophysics Particle
Physics

Astro-particle physics is an emerging field at the interface between 
astrophysics and particle physics.



A) How did the Universe begin and how is it 
evolving?

1) What is the physics of the early Universe?


2)  How did structure first form?


3)  What are the roles of dark matter and dark energy?

C)  What are the fundamental constituents and 
fabric of the Universe and how do they interact?


4)  What is the nature of dark matter?


5)  What is the nature of dark energy?


Baryons 
5%

Dark energy 
69%

Dark matter 
26%

STFC Science Roadmap Challenges

Planck



Early Universe Cosmology


What generated the primordial fluctuations from which structures form?


Possibly inflation, a period of accelerated expansion in early Universe, driven by a 
scalar field.

Planck constraints on the spectral index, ns, & tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, compared with 
model predictions:

ns

r

model building 

constraints from future observations (B-mode polarisation)

Also:  formation, evolution & observational signatures of topological defects


          phase transitions



Dark Matter


Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are a well-motivated dark matter candidate.

Also:  signatures of Axions (& ALPs) in these & other experiments/observations.

Can be detected directly in lab e.g. LZ, or indirectly via annihilation products (inc. gamma-
rays) e.g. CTA.

dark matter candidates theory/phenomenology


signals & dependence on DM distribution

σSI

Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano  /  Aspen 2013 - Closing in on Dark Matter
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Figure 1: Comparison of current (solid lines) and projected (dashed lines) limits on the DM
annihilation cross section from di�erent gamma-ray searches as a function of WIMP mass. Limits
for Fermi (magenta lines) and H.E.S.S. (solid black line) are calculated for a 100% branching ratio
to bb. Projected limits for CTA are shown for WIMP annihilation to bb and a 500 hour observation
of Sculptor (red dashed line) and for WIMP annihilation to bb (black dashed line), W+W� (green
dashed line), and �+�� (cyan dashed line) and a 500 hour observation of the GC. The calculation
of the annihilation flux for the GC region assumes an NFW MW halo profile with a scale radius
of 20 kpc and DM density at the solar radius of 0.4 GeV cm�3. Filled circles represent pMSSM
models satisfying WMAP7 constraints on the relic DM density and experimental constraints from
ATLAS and CMS SUSY searches and XENON100 limits on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross section [9, 10]. Models indicated in red would be excluded by the CTA 95% C.L. upper limit
from a 500 hour observation of the Galactic Center.

4 Projected Sensitivity of CTA for DM Searches. The potential of CTA for DM searches
and testing other exotic physics has been studied in detail by [23] using the projected performance of
several alternative array configurations [24] with 18–37 MSTs and di�erent combinations of SSTs and
LSTs. For the study presented here we have considered the performance of a candidate CTA config-
uration with 61 MSTs corresponding to the baseline MST array with an additional US contribution
of 36 MSTs. This configuration has comparable point-source sensitivity to previously studied CTA
configurations below 100 GeV but 3 times better point-source sensitivity between 100 GeV
and 1 TeV.

Figure 1 shows the projected sensitivity of our candidate CTA configuration to a WIMP particle
annihilating through three possible final states: bb, W+W�, and �+��. For the Sculptor dSph,
one of the best dSph candidates in the south, CTA could reach � 10�24 cm2 s�1 at 1 TeV which is
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Dark Energy


What is responsible for the present day accelerated expansion of the Universe?

a scalar field? a modification of the laws of gravity? something else?

Probe dark energy by measuring the expansion rate of the Universe & the growth of 
perturbations. e.g. Euclid

model building


parameterisations for data comparison
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Constraining the neutrino masses (& hierarchy) via their effects on the CMB and structure 
formation.

Neutrinos

Snowmass Dark Energy

& CMB working group

Projected future constraints from DESI (dark energy spectroscopic instrument) + CMB 
polarisation:

mass of lightest

neutrino

sum of

neutrino masses


